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China Discount 1EE1 Diamond Grinding Wheel Quotation

1EE1 diamond grinding wheel is a type of abrasive wheel with Sharp edge, which is suitable for
grinding V groove, shaping, and cutting. The material can be synthetic as well as CBN(Cubic Boron
Nitride), shape and size can be customized. There is a wide range of grit for option.

Rough grit can be 30/40 and fine grit can be 400# or finer according to requirement.

It has a common electroplated bond diamond grinding wheels feature with high precision, good
sharpness, and variable sizes. Need sample order of 1A1, 1F1, 1EE1, 1V1, please go to our
aliexpress store link http://a0.pise.pw/S5THLor leave a message for more customized grinding
wheels.

Adhering to the principle of "quality, service, efficiency and growth", we have gained trusts and
praises from domestic and international client for Top Suppliers China Turbo Segment Diamond
Grinding Cup Wheel for Granite, We're not content together with the present achievements but we
have been trying greatest to innovate to satisfy buyer's more personalized needs. No matter where
you're from, we are here to wait for your type ask for, and welcom to visit our manufacturing unit.
Choose us, you can meet your reputable supplier. Top Suppliers China Diaomond Tools, Diamond
Grinding Wheel, The goods has a good reputation with competitive price, unique creation, leading
the industry trends. The company insists on the principle of win-win idea, has establishedglobal
sales network and after-sales service network.

Diamond Rotary Dresser For Gear

Diamond rotary dresser for gear grinding machine.
The type diamond roller is used on the gear grinding
machine.
Dressing for the ordinary ceramic grinding wheel or
CBN grinding wheel.
After the grinding wheel is formed, then grind the
workpieces. Make the contour, the accuracy and size
to be copied to the surface of the machined parts.
Compared with the traditional single point diamond
dresser’s trimming,
The efficiency of production has been greatly
improved.
The surface quality and accuracy of the parts
processed are even higher.
It is especially suitable for high precision and mass
production.
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